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A method to quickly modify a treatment plan in adaptive radiotherapy was proposed and studied.
The method is based on a Cimmino-type algorithm in linear programming. The fast convergence
speed is achieved by over-relaxing the algorithm relaxation parameter from its sufficient conver-
gence range of~0, 2! to ~0, `!. The algorithm parameters are selected so that the over-relaxed
Cimmino~ORC! algorithm can effectively approximate an unconstrained re-optimization process in
adaptive radiotherapy. To demonstrate the effectiveness and flexibility of the proposed method in
adaptive radiotherapy, two scenarios with different organ motion/deformation of one nasopharyn-
geal case were presented with comparisons made between this method and the re-optimization
method. In both scenarios, the ORC algorithm modified treatment plans have dose distributions that
are similar to those given by the re-optimized treatment plans. It takes us using the ORC algorithm
to finish a treatment plan modification at least three times faster than the re-optimization procedure
compared. ©2004 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
@DOI: 10.1118/1.1631913#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In radiotherapy, the actual dose delivery suffers from vario
nonideal situations including setup errors and patient mot
As a result, the actual dose delivered in the patient mi
differ from the planned dose. Such dose errors can be r
edied through adaptive procedures1 by modifying the origi-
nal treatment plan taking the previously detected dose e
into account for subsequent dose delivery. For IMRT de
ery, re-optimization is an intuitive and effective method
modify treatment plans in adaptive radiotherapy.2 However,
computationally, the re-optimization procedure may not
ways be considered favorable given the computing pow
available at most clinical facilities. This re-optimization ef
ciency problem would be more pronounced for situatio
that require fast treatment plan modifications, such as in
fraction patient motion correction, where ideally real tim
plan modification during dose delivery is desired. Theref
it is useful to study the possibility of implementing some fa
treatment plan modification schemes in adaptive rad
therapy. On helical tomotherapy units, delivery modificati
based on the binary MLC leaf delivery sinograms3 has been
proposed. In delivery modification, the original optimize
beam fluence in sinogram is quickly modified to account
simple patient offsets that can be defined by six patient of
parameters~three for patient translation and three for patie
rotation!. This technique lacks the ability to deal with gene
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patient motion involving organ/ROI deformation. Kapato
et al.4 studied a fast beam fluence adjustment strategy
treatment plan modification without re-optimization. In the
work, the desirable dose change in certain voxels w
mapped back to their contributing pencil beams geome
cally through a conversion from dose to TERMA and then
incident pencil beam energy fluence. This method provide
very fast modification of the pencil beam energy fluen
However, the modified dose distributions are often not v
favorable due to the approximate nature of the method.

In this work, a simultaneous projection feasibilit
algorithm—the Cimmino algorithm5—is used to increase
plan modification speed by trading off the modification qu
ity. The Cimmino algorithm is considered mainly because
its fast convergence speed, its implementation flexibility
assigning different weighting factors to different voxels,
successful application in solving various radiotherapy rela
problems,6–9 and its potential for implementation on parall
computer architectures if desired.10,11

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. An over-relaxed Cimmino algorithm

The Cimmino algorithm was introduced as an iterati
linear algorithm to solve both linear equalities an
inequalities.5 To apply the Cimmino algorithm to radio
191„2…Õ191Õ10Õ$22.00 © 2004 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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therapy treatment plan modification problems, the followi
set of linear inequality problems is formatted:6

dL<Dw<dU

or

~dL! i<(
j

Di j wj<~dU! i , w>0, ~1!

where (dL) i and (dU) i represent the lower and upper do
bounds assigned to voxeli . The dose given to voxeli is
computed by matrix multiplication of the dose transfer m
trix D and the beam weight vectorw, whose components
wj ’s are to be determined/modified. The Cimmino algorith
has the capability of searching for a feasible solutionw of
Eq. ~1! if it exists, otherwise it converges to a least-squa
optimization solution related to the differences between
computed doseDw and dose boundsdL anddU

12,13 @refer to
Eq. ~A2!#. Hoffner et al.14 observed an interesting fact th
by over-relaxing the relaxation parameterlk in the original
Cimmino algorithm from its sufficient convergence interv
~0, 2! to ~0, `!, the convergence of the Cimmino algorith
can be greatly accelerated without significantly sacrific
the quality of the algorithm outputs.

In their over-relaxation scheme, the relaxation parame
lk8 is increased from iterationk to k11 according to~the
notationlk8 is used in the over-relaxed Cimmino algorithm
differentiate it from its counter partlk in the original Cim-
mino algorithm!:

lk118 5aklk8 ~ak.1! ~2!

as long as merit functionGk shows an improvement from th
previous iteration. Their merit functionGk is given by14

Gk5(
i

ci max~0,Diwk2~dU! i !

1(
i

ci max~0,~dL! i2Diwk!, ~3!

whereci is the voxel weighting factors assigned to voxeli .
The Gk function in Eq. ~3! measures the weighted linea
accumulative deviation of the doses that exceed either lo
or upper dose bounds. When the firstGk11>Gk occurs at
k5N, then the over-relaxation scheme is terminated andwN

is a good approximation of the final convergence result t
would have been generated by usinglkP(0,2) in the Cim-
mino algorithm. The over-relaxation scheme in Eq.~2! is
proposed based on the assumption about the linearity o
change in beam weightswk : multiple step updating ofwk in
the original Cimmino algorithm withlkP(0,2) could be ap-
proximated by a single step updating ofwk with lk8.2. To
further explore this linearity assumption, the following co
tinued over-relaxation procedure is proposed for iterati
k.N, whereN is the final iteration at which Eq.~2! termi-
nates:

lk118 5bklk8 ~bk,1!. ~4!

Or more explicitly, for iterationsk.N, the subsequen
iterations can be performed:
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 2, February 2004
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Step 1: Updatelk8 according to Eq.~4!; if lk118 ,2, ter-
minates, else continue tostep 2.

Step 2: Updatingwk to wk11 using Cimmino algorithm
with lk118 .

Step 3: If Gk11,Gk , go tostep 1; else, setwk115wk, go
to step 1.

The introduction of the above-mentioned procedure
iterationsk.N is based on the expectation that if a largerlk8
fails to generate a better set of beam weights that co
sponds to a better merit function score in the over-relaxa
scheme, then a reducedlk8 might be able to do so by giving
a better linear approximation with smaller updating st
length. A graphical representation of the convergence of

FIG. 1. The comparison between the original Cimmino algorithm (lk

51.0) and the ORC algorithm in a typical adaptive radiotherapy treatm
plan modification case study~refer to Sec. III A for case details!. The itera-
tion indices (X axis! is plotted in log scale and the merit functionGk is
plotted onY axis.

TABLE I. Proposed parameter values for the ORC algorithm implementa
in treatment plan modification.

ORC parameters Parameter interpretations Suggested values

(dL) i Lower dose bound assigned
to voxel i

Dose prescription in re-
optimization if applicable

(dU) i Upper dose bound assigned
to voxel i

Dose prescription in re-
optimization
if applicable

lk8 Relaxation parameter Varies according to Eq.~2!
and Eq.~4!; l1851.0

ak ORC controlling parameter ak51.5
bk Continued ORC controlling

parameter
bk50.5

Gk Merit function Quadratic dose objective
function

ci Weighting factor assigned
to voxel i

Derived equivalent
weighting factors

~Appendix!
Selected voxels Voxels included in the ORC

algorithm
All ROI voxels in plan

Selected beams Beamswj ’s updated by the
ORC algorithm

Non-trivial beams in the
original plan
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FIG. 2. One CT slice with contoured ROIs for the na
sopharyngeal case setup. The ROIs include the cen
GTV, the surrounding regional field, the left and righ
parotids, the spinal cord and the rest is treated as
specified normal tissues. The regional field is treated
part of the tumor. The parotids and spinal cord a
treated as critical structures.
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over-relaxed Cimmino~ORC! algorithm combining Eqs.~2!
and~4! is shown in Fig. 1: the ORC algorithm rapidly lowe
the merit function scoreGk within 10–20 iterations to a
value that is close to the final convergence result by
original Cimmino algorithm (lk51.0) after 10 000 itera-
tions. In order to reach the same level ofGk value as the
ORC algorithm, the original Cimmino algorithm would hav
to take approximately 10 times more iterations. The sm
distinctive tail after the tenth iteration on the ORC algorith
convergence curve corresponds to the further improvem
made by the continued over-relaxation scheme with decr
ing lk8 as given by Eq.~4!.

B. Initial beam weights dependence

The main problem investigated in this work is how
quickly modify a treatment plan when needed. Because
ORC algorithm is used in an adaptive situation, it is natu
to start the ORC algorithm from the originally planned bea
weightsw0 , instead of zero beam weights or a set of be
weights with equally weighted nonzero components. In t
way, the ORC algorithm is expected to quickly generate
approximate correction for beam weights based on pr
ously optimizedw0 . The importance of a good starting poi
to the ORC algorithm was also briefly mentioned by Hoffn
et al.14 In their case studies, they stated that the first
iterations were performed withlk,2 in order to get a
‘‘stable’’ state to start the subsequent ORC iterations. In
adaptive scenario of this work,w0 can always provide such
‘‘stable’’ starting point for the ORC algorithm. Therefore, th
ORC iterations can be started directly without first runnin
few regular Cimmino iterations withlk,2. This could save
significant computing time: in this work, it takes the OR
algorithm approximate 15 iterations to finish—compared
potential of 25 iterations~including 10 initial stabilization
iterations!, the number of Cimmino iterations is thus a
proximately reduced by 40%.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 2, February 2004
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C. Algorithm parameters and flexibility

To effectively use the ORC algorithm in adaptive radi
therapy, we propose selecting a set of algorithm parame
such that the ORC iterations can approximate anuncon-
strained quadratic re-optimization process~re-optimization
with a quadratic dose objective function without any optim
zation constraints!. Based on the experience of this work, b
using the ORC algorithm with the set of algorithm para
eters in Table I we are able to generate acceptable resu

In Table I, the lower/upper dose bounds assigned to e
voxel dL /dU provide the driving force for the ORC algo
rithm. In order to approximate a quadratic dose object
function in re-optimization process, the prescribed dose v
ues of corresponding re-optimization can be used as both
lower and upper dose bounds. For example, in a simpli
two-fraction adaptive radiotherapy case where a dose e
exists in the first fraction, the re-optimization dose prescr
tion can be given as2

~dL! i5~dU! i52di
P2d1i , ~5!

wheredi
P is the original prescribed dose per fraction to vox

i andd1i is the dose actually delivered to it in the first fra
tion. The relaxation parameterlk8 represents the weighting
given to the updating term at iterationk. Its initial value is
set to 1.0 and thenlk8 is varied systematically by Eqs.~2! and
~4!. The ORC controlling parameterak in Eq. ~2! is set to 1.5
for all iterations, based on the observed trade-off between
fast convergence speed~larger ak) and possible better ap
proximation of the original Cimmino algorithm~smallerak).
In the continued ORC iterations with decreasinglk8 , the
value of the controlling parameterbk in Eq. ~4! is set to 0.5
for simplicity. The merit functionGk provides the criteria to
measure the quality of the ORC iterations. To compare w
the re-optimization process, the corresponding quadr
dose objective function in the re-optimization is used asGk .
When the equal lower/upper dose bound (dL5dU) is used
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such as in Eq.~5!, the problem given by Eq.~1! becomes
infeasible under most situations. As mentioned before,
algorithm converges to the least-squares solution in the
feasible mode@refer to Eq.~A2!#. Based on this equivalency
a set of equivalent weighting factorsci corresponding to the
weighting factorsI i used in the quadratic dose objectiv
function can be derived~refer to the Appendix! and is pro-
posed for the ORC algorithm in this work. Also, the abo
suggested set ofci values can provide a very good startin
point for further tuning manipulations onci when desired. In
addition to the above-noted explicit ORC algorithm para
eters, the voxels that are included in a problem can sign
cantly affect the convergence speed and the quality of
outcome.15 In this work, all the ROI voxels are considered

FIG. 3. The top panel shows the artificial ROI deformation introduced in
first fraction by manually recontouring the ROIs in white. The original co
toured ROIs for the treatment planning is in black. The original optimiz
dose is also shown on the same image. The dose is normalized to the
scribed dose to the GTV per fraction. The bottom panel shows the regis
dose error as a result of the top ROI deformation. The deformed ROI vo
given in the white contours are registered/mapped back to the original
voxels given in the original contours in black. And then the differential do
error between the delivered dose and the planned dose is computed
distribution of cold/hot spots as well as their relative magnitude is shown
the bottom panel.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 2, February 2004
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the ORC implementation in order to obtain good qual
while sacrificing some computing time. If the convergen
speed is the major concern, significantly faster iterations
be obtained by selecting only those voxels which have re
tively large dose errors.

D. Case setup

A nasopharyngeal treatment~Fig. 2! using helical
tomotherapy16 was simulated with 51 equal-angularly spac
beam projections. Each of the projection angles has 64
nary multileaf collimator beam leaves, whose opening sta
and durations are optimized/modified as the treatment b
rotates helically around the patient. Two CT slices, which
treated during one full cycle of treatment beam rotation,
contoured and planned. The dose is computed by
convolution/superposition algorithm using a pixel size
0.1830.18 cm2 in the CT plane and 0.30 cm along the C
slice direction. In the original treatment plan, the relati
prescribed dose per fraction is such that the central GTV
1.00 ~corresponds to 70 Gy!, the regional field is 0.86~cor-
responds to 60 Gy! and elsewhere is zero. A typical weighte
quadratic dose objective function is used both in the p
optimization and the subsequent re-optimization proced
The ROI based weighting factorsI i is such that GTV: Re-
gional field : Parotids : Spinal cord : Unspecified norm
tissues58:5:1:1:0.2@refer to Eq.~A1!#. Furthermore, in the
constrained scenario~Sec. III C!, a minimum dose of 50 Gy
to the regional field and a maximum dose of 75 Gy to
ROIs is used. The optimization is preformed on a comm
cial optimization platform GAMS~General Algebraic Mod-
eling System!17 with its general gradient based CONOPT
solver.18 The ORC algorithm is implemented inMATLAB .19

III. RESULTS

A. Treatment plan modification due to organ
deformation

In this simplified two-fraction adaptive radiotherapy sc
nario, it is assumed that there exists an organ/ROI defor
tion in the first fraction and the patient geometry stays
same as the planning geometry in the second fraction.
original plan is to be modified for the second fraction
order to remedy this dose error. The artificial organ/ROI d
formation was made by manually re-contouring the ROIs
the nasopharyngeal case as shown on the top panel of F
The dose delivered to the deformed ROIs is mapped bac
the original ROIs by a deformable registration meth
implemented by Lu.20 The resultant registered dose error im
age is shown on the bottom panel of Fig. 3: major cold sp
appear on both lateral edges of the central GTV, the ante
and posterior edges of the regional field, and major hot sp
appear at the posterior part of the left parotid as well as al
the edge of the right parotid.

To compare the ORC algorithm with the unconstrain
re-optimization, both methods were applied to the abo
mentioned ROI deformation scenario. The parameters
Table I were used for the ORC algorithm. The same se
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FIG. 4. The top panel compares the DVH delivered b
the unconstrained re-optimized plan~solid line! and that
by the ORC modified plan~dashed line! at the end of
the treatment. The bottom panel compares the DVH
livered by the original plan without any modification
~solid line! and that by the ORC modified plan~dashed
line! at the end of the treatment. The dose is normaliz
to the prescribed dose to the GTV per fraction.
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selected voxels and pencil beams were used in both meth
The DVH comparison between the dose delivered by
re-optimized plan and the ORC modified plan at the end
the treatment~two fractions! is shown on the top panel o
Fig. 4: the two methods generate very similar DVH curves
the end of the treatment: the re-optimized DVH is sligh
more uniform in the regional field and slightly lower in th
parotids. This good agreement of the DVH curves indica
that when the suggested algorithm parameters in Table I
used, the ORC algorithm approximates the unconstrained
optimization very well. The bottom panel of Fig. 4 compar
the DVH delivered by the original plan without any modifi
cation and that by the ORC modified plan at the end of
treatment. The ORC modified plan delivers a significan
more uniform dose to the tumor while keeping a low dose
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 2, February 2004
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sensitive structures and a slightly higher dose to the unsp
fied normal tissues. This demonstrates that the ORC a
rithm is able to effectively remedy the cold spots in tumo
without severely sacrificing the normal structures. The ma
goal of the adaptive radiotherapy treatment plan modificat
is therefore fulfilled.

Further comparison between the ORC modified plan a
the re-optimized plan can be made based on the mod
dose distributions for the second fraction as shown in Fig
Compared to the dose error image in Fig. 3, it can be s
that the re-optimized plan delivers more spatially we
defined high dose patches to the right posterior edge of
regional field and to the severe cold spots located in
regional field posterior to the central GTV, while the OR
modified plan fails to correct them effectively. This occu
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mainly because the re-optimization process tends to gene
accurate dose patterns by introducing beam weights of h
frequencies~fine structures in optimized beam weights!,
which are found to be difficult to obtain from the ORC a
gorithm due to its approximation nature.

B. Initial beam weights dependence

In treatment plan modification, it is of significant adva
tage to use the previous planned beam weightsw0 ~or previ-
ously modified beam weights! as the starting point for the
ORC algorithm than to use uniform beam weights. To de
onstrate this, the ORC was started from two different start
points~with the same set of algorithm parameters from Ta
I!: the original optimized beam weightsw0 and zero beam
weights on the same organ deformation scenario as in
III A.

The two DVH plots in Fig. 6 compare the ORC algorith
modified dose delivery started from two different initi
beam weights with the same unconstrained re-optimi
treatment plan. The ORC modified plan started fromw0 de-
livers an overall better DVH than the plan started from ze
beam weights: it delivers a significantly more uniform do
in the regional field and a lower dose to both the parotids
spinal cord, and a slightly higher dose to the unspecifi
normal tissues compared to the ORC modified plan sta
from zero beam weights.

C. Treatment plan modification due to setup errors

In this similar adaptive radiotherapy scenario, it is a
sumed that there exists a setup error in the first fraction~Fig.
7, top! and the patient geometry stays the same as the p
ning geometry in the second fraction. To remedy the d
errors introduced in the first fraction~Fig. 7, bottom!, the
original plan is modified for the second fraction by eith
re-optimization or the ORC algorithm.

In this scenario, the flexibility of the ORC algorithm
demonstrated through varying the modified plan by tuning
weighting factorsci ~all the other ORC parameters are ke
fixed for simplicity, although they may affect the ORC ou
put as well!. The same set of the selected voxels and pe
beams were used for both the ORC algorithm and the
optimization. Tuning the weighting factorsci of the ORC
algorithm to reshape its modified DVH curves is a trial a
error procedure, where the suggested equivalentci in Table I
can be used as a good starting point.

The left panel in Fig. 8 compares the DVH given by t
ORC modified plan with the suggestedci values in Table I
~dashed line! and that of the re-optimization with upper an
lower dose constraints2 ~solid line!: while the ORC modified
plan delivers a lower dose to the parotids, it delivers a s
nificantly less uniform dose to the regional field, where so
severe cold spots need to be compensated. By increasin
weightingci assigned to the regional field voxels, more u
form DVH curve in it would be achieved. The right panel
Fig. 8 shows the comparison between the ORC modi
plan with a set of tuned weighting factorsci ~dashed line!
and that by the constrained re-optimization~solid line!: the
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 2, February 2004
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ORC algorithm with the tuned weighting factors generate
much more uniform dose coverage to the regional field at
expense of delivering slightly more dose to normal stru
tures.

D. Computing efficiency of the ORC algorithm

The issue of the computing efficiency of the ORC alg
rithm is investigated by comparing its computing time wi
that of the corresponding re-optimization processes. All co
pared procedures start from the original optimized be
weightsw0 . The computer used in this work is a Pentium
2.4 GHz PC with 1.0 Gbytes of memory running Window
2000. The computing time is tabulated in Table II, where
unconstrained case refers to the nasopharyngeal deform
scenario studied in Sec. III A and the constrained case re
to the setup error scenario discussed in Sec. III C. Fo
further comparison, the unconstrained re-optimization p
cess was interrupted when its objective value approaches

FIG. 5. The top panel shows the ORC modified dose distribution for
second fraction. The bottom panel shows the unconstrained re-optim
dose distribution for the second fraction. The dose is normalized to
prescribed dose to the GTV per fraction.
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FIG. 6. The top panel compares the DVH by the OR
modified plan started from the original optimized bea
weightsw0 ~dashed line! and by the unconstrained re
optimized plan~solid line! at the end of the treatment
The bottom panel compares the DVH by the OR
modified plan started from zero beam weights~dashed
line! and by the same unconstrained re-optimized p
~solid line! at the end of the treatment. The dose
normalized to the prescribed dose to the GTV p
fraction.
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final Gk value of the ORC algorithm. By doing this, th
approximate time needed for the re-optimization to gene
a plan whose quality is close to the ORC modified plan c
be recorded. This time is referred to as truncated unc
strained time in Table II. The ORC algorithm is at least
times faster than the unconstrained re-optimization, and
approximately 30 times faster than the constrained
optimization. Because the ORC algorithm converges
much faster than the constrained re-optimization, it allows
to intuitively adjust its weighting factorsci ~or other ORC
algorithm parameters! by trial and error to generate accep
able modified plans, while still keeping the overall modific
tion time short. For example, in our experience, it took on
a few trials on different weighting factorsci before a satis-
factory modified plan is obtained. Furthermore, the conse
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 2, February 2004
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tive ci factors adjustment can be completed very quickly d
to the fact of that the pre-computed termiDi i2 need not to
be re-computed whenci is varied.

IV. DISCUSSION

In radiotherapy inverse treatment planning, sometime
is desirable to penalize the underdose and overdose in tu
differently, because underdose is considered a more ser
problem than overdose from a radiobiological point of vie
Different weightingsci can be assigned to voxels dependi
on whether they are underdosed or overdosed in Cimm
algorithm.21 In this work, almost all the voxels might b
either underdosed or overdosed due to the same dose
signed to (dU) and (dL) as previously discussed. Assignin
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198 Wu et al. : Fast treatment plan modification 198
different weighting factors based on whether voxels are
derdosed or overdosed is equivalent to changing the wei
ing factorsci of some of the voxels between iterations~such
change happens whenever these voxels are updated from
ing underdosed to overdosed or vice versa during the O
iterations!. It was observed by us that the minimum do
delivered to the tumor can be increased, by assigning hig
weighting factorsci to the underdosed tumor voxels than t
overdosed voxels. The convergence properties of varyinci

from iteration to iteration in the Cimmino algorithm need
be further studied.

A desirable property of the ORC algorithm in its futu
implementation is that the ORC algorithm has the poten
advantage of parallel implementation.12,13This is expected to
be helpful for realistic clinical cases when a very large nu
ber of voxels and pencil beams are involved.

The users of the ORC algorithm need to consider so

FIG. 7. The top panel shows the original plan as well as the introductio
setup errors in the first fraction. The arrow shows the direction where
patient is shifted in the CT plane due to the setup errors. The shift vect
3 voxels~0.54 cm! in both lateral and AP/PA directions. The resultant do
error image is shown on the bottom panel. The distribution of cold spots
hot spots and their relative magnitude can be seen. The dose is normaliz
the prescribed dose to the GTV per fraction.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 2, February 2004
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possible limitations of the algorithm in its clinical implemen
tation. First, the suggested set of ORC algorithm parame
in Table I is meant to use the ORC algorithm to approxim
an unconstrained re-optimization process. Although it h
been successfully demonstrated the effectiveness of the O
algorithm with this set of parameters, it does not guaran
that these are the ‘‘best’’ ORC algorithm parameters for a
adaptive radiotherapy cases. In fact, many other g
choices of the ORC algorithm parameters are possible.
example, in some of the cases we studied, good plan m
fication results were obtained by using different values
(dL) and (dU) to make Eq.~1! feasible. Second, the intro
duction of the ORC algorithm is based on a linear appro
mation of the original Cimmino iterations@Eqs.~2! and~4!#.
However, there is no mathematical proof to guarantee
such over-relaxation technique always works, although
have never experienced a single exception in this study
the case when the ORC algorithm fails, either the origi
Cimmino algorithm or the re-optimization approach can
invoked. Third, how close the ORC generated plan is to
unconstrained re-optimized plan is difficult to answer, b
cause it is found to be case dependent. Furthermore, an
ditional convergence error~difference between the ORC
modified plan and the re-optimization plan! would be intro-
duced when using the ORC algorithm to approximate a c
strained re-optimization by adjusting its weighting facto
ci . Due to the existence of such errors, an ORC modifi
plan might not be acceptable initially: for example, it is o
experience that in some cases, when dose error to be
rected is relatively small~compared to the possible conve
gence error of the ORC algorithm!, the ORC algorithm
modified plans might not be closely comparable to the
optimized plans. Under such situations, either different O
algorithm parameters can be tried or re-optimization can
performed.
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APPENDIX

A generalized quadratic dose objective function in rad
therapy treatment plan optimization can be written as

f ~w!5(
i

I i

Ni
~di~w!2di

p!2, ~A1!

wheredi
p is the prescribed dose in voxeli , I i is the weighting
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FIG. 8. The top panel compares DVH delivered by th
ORC modified plan with the suggested set of weighti
factorsci from Table I ~dashed line! and the hard dose
constrained re-optimized plan~solid line! at the end of
the treatment. The bottom panel compares the DVH
livered by the ORC modified plan with the tune
weighting factors ~dashed line! and the same con-
strained re-optimized plan~solid line! at the end of the
treatment. The suggestedci values in Table I are calcu-
lated based on equivalent re-optimization weightin
factors ofI i58:5:1:1:0.2 for GTV, regional field, pa-
rotids, spinal cord and normal tissues respectively~refer
to Appendix B!. The tunedci values correspond toI i

58:14:1:1:0.2 respectively. The dose is normalized
the prescribed dose to the GTV per fraction.
I

a
-

the

th
factor assigned to voxeli , Ni denotes the number of RO
voxels to which the voxeli belongs, andw is the beam
weights to be optimized. The Cimmino algorithm acts like
weighted least-squares optimization problem when Eq.~1! is

TABLE II. Computing time comparisons between the ORC algorithm and
direct re-optimizations. The time listed is in the units of seconds.

Re-optimization~sec! ORC ~sec!

Unconstrained ;120 ;30

Truncated ;90 ;30
unconstrained

Constrained ;840 ;30
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infeasible.12,13 More explicitly, the Cimmino algorithm
would converge to the minimization of the following func
tion in the infeasible case:

g~w!5(
i

ci isi~w!Di i2, ~A2!

wheresi(w) is the projection of the beam weights vectorw
onto the constraints andiai2 denotes thel -2 norm of vector
a. If given the equal lower and upper dose bound as
re-optimization dose prescription:

~dL! i5~dU! i5di
p . ~A3!
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Substitute the expression forsi(w) from the original Cim-
mino algorithm,6 and note Eq.~A3!:

g~w!5(
i

ci I ^Di ,w&2di
p

iDi i2 I 2

iDi i25(
i

ci

~di2di
P!2

iDi i2 .

~A4!

Comparingg(w) in Eq. ~A4! and f (w) in Eq. ~A1!, it can
be concluded that if the two minimization problems given
Eqs.~A4! and~A1! were equivalent, and if there is a voxel
voxel correspondence between them, then at most there
scaling factork between the weighting factors$ci% in Eq.
~B4! and$I i% in Eq. ~A1!, i.e.,

I i

Ni
5k

ci

iDi i2 . ~A5!

To determine the scaling factork, apply the normalization
requirement of theci required by the Cimmino algorithm to
Eq. ~A5!:

k5(
i

I i

Ni
iDi i2. ~A6!

Combining Eqs.~A6! and ~A5!, an equivalent relation be
tween$I i% and$ci% can be established as

ci5
I i iDi i2

Ni
"

1

(
i

I i

Ni
iDi i2

. ~A7!

The set ofci given by Eq.~A7! is used as the suggeste
values in Table I.
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